The story of the New England Chestnuts
written June 2016 by Walter Lenk

The New England chestnuts was a traditional Contra and square dance demonstration group
that was formed in 1980 by Tod Whittemore and some of the dancers at his weekly Thursday
night dance at the Cambridge YWCA. The group's aim was to have fun while we
demonstrated and promoted traditional New England dancing. The group existed for the
next dozen years or so, and over that time more than 110 members flowed through the group,
with a yearly membership that ranged from about 30 to 50, and a consistent core group of
about 20. The group danced at many interesting events, had fun, and hopefully improved the
quality of dancing. Most of the members of the group were in their 20s and 30s at the time
and were part of the new demographic that had been attracted to contra dancing recently,
were enthusiastic about it, and would change it so markedly in the next few years. There was
also an interesting social aspect to the group, as many members got to know each other
during rehearsals, meetings, and gigs in ways other than the more limited interaction one
usually had on the dance floor.
The group used quite a few locations for rehearsal space: we started out rehearsing at the
YWCA in Cambridge before the Thursday night dance, we rented the gymnasium at
Cambridge friends school, we use the Scout house before several Yankee Ingenui dances, we
rehearsed outside on the Cambridge common, we rehearsed in my third-floor apartment at
380 Broadway in Cambridge, and we rehearsed at Katie and David Bearg's house in Concord.
In the beginning, we had to charge members at rehearsals to pay for rehearsal space, but as
time progressed we got better at finding free rehearsal space. Most of the money the group
earned went to pay musicians and callers for our performances, and at the beginning some of
it went to pay for rehearsal space and for the cost of mailing letters and postcards to
members. As time went on, we figured out how to do these things at little or no cost.

The rest of this document is divided into four sections:
pg 2! 1. Chronology - tracing the group's history from 1980 through 1994 from my records.
pg 9! 2. Dancers, Musicians, and Callers over the years
pg 10! 3. Choreography that we used
pg 12! 4. Some of my thoughts and observations
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1. Chronology
1980

Tod Whittemore started it all. Tod was the proprietor and the popular principal caller of the
weekly Thursday night dance series during the school year at the Cambridge YWCA that he had
started two years ago. This dance was limited to starting at 9 PM because of a prior event in the hall
and was beginning to be a bit crowded, so Tod had been searching for a venue that was larger and
did not have the time limitation. When he was looking at the Cambridge VFW as an alternative hall,
his contact there asked him if he could provide some dance entertainment for the folks at the Neville
Manor home in Cambridge. So Tod recruited a bunch of us dancers (about 14) to be part of the group
that would present dancing to the folks at Neville Manor. Tod put together some dance medleys for
presentation, including a classic Contra medley that consisted of Petronella, Chorus Jig, Hull's
Victory, and Lady of the Lake. At the beginning of May we had a practice and then went and danced
at Neville Manor.
We all had a lot of fun at the practice and
then doing the performance, and so I put
together a proposal for the Cambridge arts
Council for us to dance at the Cambridge
River Festival, and it was accepted. So we
had two more practices in May, and on
Saturday, May 30 some of our group
gathered on the banks of the Charles before
our scheduled time on the stage. Somebody
had baked an amazing batch of cookies,
which was the centerpiece of our gathering.
gathering by the river before our performance - and the cookies
In the afternoon we danced on the
Week's
footbridge
stage
at
the
Cambridge River Festival and then led a
participatory dance at the dance area. We
may have been using the name 'New
England Chestnuts' at this point, taken
from Rod and Randy Miller's recent
record of the same name.
On Thursday, June 19, Tod had a boat
dance at the end of the Thursday night
dance season, and a bunch of the group
had a picnic at Christopher Columbus
Park on the waterfront before the event,
and we talked about continuing the
group. Over the Summer, the topic came
On the Weeks footbridge stage at the 1980 Cambridge River Festival
up several times again.
So on Thursday, September 18, 15 of us (Ernie Spence, Jane Yerow, Sharon Davis, Jim Bollman, Kate
Fleming, Bill Cochran, Jack Howe, Stuart Kenney, Margaret Haydon, Anne Remby, Wendy
Whittemore, Tod Whittemore, Bob Paul, Laura Schwartz and myself - Kee Learned was absent and
Katie Weiss had moved to North Carolina) gathered for a 6:30 potluck planning meeting at my
apartment at 380 Broadway in Cambridge before the 9 o'clock YWCA dance. We talked about how we
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could organize an ongoing group to present dancing. We agreed that we would call the group 'The
New England Chestnuts' - inspired by Rod and Randy Miller's record of the same name that featured
many of the tunes for these classic dances. We also came up with a list of group aims (to have fun,
and to present traditional New England dancing as it now exists in the Boston area) and some
organizational principles. Bill Cochran volunteered to be the group's secretary, and over the next few
years proved to be invaluable in keeping membership lists and mailing out postcards to members
letting them know about practice dates and other details. We decided that we would hold an
'Audition dance' for new members for the group in October on Sunday the 26th. On Wednesday
September 24th, a working committee composed of Sharon, Tod, Wendy, Jim, and myself met in the
afternoon to plan the details of the 'audition dance'. On Thursday, October 2, our small group met
again at 7:30 PM at the Y WCA before the 9 o'clock dance to review the plans for the 'audition dance'.
On Thursday, October 16, we had another potluck at 6:30 ,
with a practice at 7:30 before the 9 o'clock YWCA dance.
On Sunday, October 26 we had the 'audition dance' at 7:30
PM at the YWCA in Cambridge with an attendance of about
55. After the dance our small group sat on the stage and
talked about what had happened and who we wanted to
join the group (20 dancers), and who needed some more
experience (23 dancers). Although this seemed like a good
idea at the time, many of the group became un comfortable
with making decisions about who was 'in' and who is not.
On November 11, follow-up letters were mailed to all that
attended the audition dance. On Friday, December 21, we
had another working committee meeting to sort out some of
the details. On Sunday, November 23, we had a rehearsal
and meeting for all at the YWCA in Cambridge.
We had been having our rehearsals at the Cambridge
YWCA before Tod's Thursday night dance as part of his
rental deal, but it became clear that we needed another
rehearsal space that was available for use at other times. I
had heard about the gymnasium at Cambridge friends
school on Cadbury Road off of Sherman Street that had been used for public dances by Dudley
Laufman in the 1970s. This small hall had a purpose built sprung floor for dancing, and so I
approached the school about being able to rent it on occasion. On Monday, December 8, we had a 7:30
PM rehearsal at the School for those who were continuing with the group. We charged two dollars a
person for the rehearsals to pay for the Hall rental.

1981 (24 members in July)
On Tuesday, January 6, the WBZ TV show 'evening magazine' was filming a segment on contra
dancing, and Larry Jennings asked the Chestnuts to come to the Concord Scout House in the
afternoon to dance for the filming.
From January thru April we had 5 rehearsals at Cambridge friends school and we had 6 various
meetings - of the general group, of the executive committee, and of the dance committee. Somewhere
along the way, Tod had a gig at a school north of Boston, and he asked the group to come along and
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both demonstrate dances and to get the students as partners to come and dance.
On Sunday, May 17 we had a 7 o'clock evening rehearsal at Cambridge friends school, which was
followed by a Saturday, May 30 afternoon performance at the Cambridge River Festival, where we
danced on the Weeks footbridge stage - both events were videotaped by Susu Wing.
see it at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybdpmhIRJKo&feature=youtu.be
followed by a participatory event across the river at the dance area
see it at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2ROd6BPLDg&feature=youtu.be
On Monday, June 29, we had a chestnuts meeting at 7:30. On Monday, July 13, we had a 7 o'clock
rehearsal on the Cambridge Commons in preparation for a Saturday, July 19 afternoon performance
at the Faneuil Hall marketplace.
Over the weekend starting on August 21, some of the group went to Martha's Vineyard to perform
and conduct a public dance with Tod calling one night and Jacki Spector calling the next at the
Martha's Vineyard agricultural society County fair and fiddle contest. The dance was held in the
horse ring, which was right next to an antique engine show that
featured multiple single cylinder farm engines all working to
create a very asynchronous cacophony as a background rhythm
for the dance.
On Sunday, August 30, we had a group potluck picnic at Nancy
Mattila's house in Concord.
On October 4 at 6 PM we had an open executive committee
meeting at Dianne Plantamura's house in Concord before Tony
Parkes' 'oldies but goodies' dance at the Concord Scout house.
Volleyball at the picnic
On October 8, Tod wrote a letter to the group resigning because he
did not feel comfortable with the direction in which the group was heading. On Tuesday, October 27,
we went to dance at Ernie's church in Reading, with Tod calling his last event with the group.
On November 8, we had a general membership meeting at Richard Christy's house in Cambridge. On
Sunday, December 6 we had practice at the Concord Scout house before Tony Parkes' first Sunday
experienced dance – we had made an arrangement to use the hall before this dance for a nominal fee.

1982 (30 members in April)
in January, February, and March we had rehearsals at the Concord Scout house before Tony's first
Sunday experienced dance. Also in March we had two committee meetings: on Tuesday the 9th we
had an executive committee meeting to redefine our group's goals and
to sort out the executive structure (WalterLenk, Jim Bollman, Sindee
Ernst, and Bill Cochran as chairman, Vice Chairman, treasurer, and
secretary, and Wendy Whittemore, Sharon Davis, Earnie Spence, Tod
Whittemore, Elaine Leitert, and Jim Blackwell as Committee
members), and on Tuesday the 31st there was a dance committee
meeting.
On Sunday, April 4 we produced a dance at the Concord Scout house
for experienced dancers featuring singing squares and classic Contras
as called by Tod Whittemore with music by Carol Kauffman, Roberta
Sutter and Cal Howard.
In May we started rehearsing for the upcoming Cambridge River
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Festival that was on Saturday, May 28. On Thursday, May 20, a smaller group of us also rehearsed at
the Cambridge DPW to be part of a magic trick that was to be performed on the main stage, where
we all disappeared.
On Saturday, June 19 we had a performance at the Salem MA marketplace as part of the Salem
Folklife Festival 'summer is a cominn in'.
In July and August we had more rehearsals for a bunch of
upcoming gigs.
The first gig was August 21 and 22nd at the Martha's
Vineyard agricultural society county fair and fiddle
contest where some of us took bicycles over to the
Vineyard and camped out.
The second one was Thursday and Friday, August 22 and
27th for a very strange event in the Framingham Mall
with Yankee ingenuity as part of
their ''Apple Festival'.
At Vineyard Haven before getting the ferry Back
The third was on Saturday,
August 28 in the town of Harvard MA as part of the fiddle contest that was
part of the town's 250th anniversary celebration.
On Sunday, August 29 we had our second annual chestnuts picnic at the
home of Liz Knight in Milton.
On Saturday October 30 we had a Halloween dance at the Concord Scout
house that we sponsored with Mary Lea. The dance featured Tony Parkes
and the 'young thugs of Ashby' (Peter Barnes, Mary Lea, Jack O'Connor, and
Andy Wolf).

1983

(27 members in May)
in May we had several rehearsals, and then on Saturday, May 21 we danced at the Cambridge River
Festival. In June we had two rehearsals before the Monday night YI dance at the Scout house, and
then did a second performance on the Cambridge Common for the Cambridge River Festival on
Monday, May 27. Tony Parkes was our caller, with Donna Hinds, Carol Kauffman, Stuart Kenney, and
Roberta Sutter as our musicians. After the performance we had a party at my apartment at 380
Broadway in Cambridge.
In August we had a rehearsal and then some of us went to the Martha's Vineyard agricultural society
county fair and fiddle contest to perform.

1984

(27 members in November)
In May the chestnuts had two rehearsals, and then on Saturday May 19 we danced on the Weld
boathouse stage at the Cambridge River Festival.
On Saturday, December 30, we had our first holiday party at the first Unitarian church in Belmont.

1985
in April and May we had two rehearsals at Katie and David Bearg's house in Concord for our
performance at the Cambridge River Festival on Saturday, May 18, which got rained out.
Sunday, June 9 was the first Joe Val day in Waltham, and the Chestnuts performed as part of the
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panoply of performers. Caller and band: Walter Lenk with Steve
Bittenson, Carol Hamm, Carol Kaufman, Deborah Knight, Jack
O'Connor, Doug Reiner. Dancers: David Bearg,Katy Blair, Maureen
Gyra, Anne Ketchen, Richard Ketchen, Deanna King, Laurie Olshuff,
Bob Paul, Dianne Plantamura, John Rowen, Alan Steiner, Charles
Thiesen, Charlie Vogt, Ruth Wagner.
On Wednesday, June 19 we did our rescheduled performance at the
Cambridge River Festival in Charles Square with an electric bass
player.
On Sunday the October 27th, we danced at a cider pressing
exhibition at the Parson-Barnard farm in North Andover (musicians
were John McGann, Ruthie Dornfeld,and Debby Knight).
On Sunday, December 22 we had our second annual holiday party at
the Concord Scout house.

1986

(31 members in December).
In May we were rehearsing for the May 10th dance demo at the town of Dover's 150th at the Sherborn
regional junior high school - music by Ruthie Dornfeld, Joyce Desmarais, Jack O'Connor, and Debby
Knight.
In June we were rehearsing for another gig in the courtyard of the Charles Hotel in Harvard Square
for the Cambridge Arts Council on Friday June 13. Music by Debby Knight on keyboard, Peter
Barnes on bass and whistle, Mary Lea and Carol Bittenson on fiddles. The event was recorded by
Ernie Spence and can be seen at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2-pBs9BY3Q&feature=youtu.be.
On Wednesday, August 27, we danced for a WBC 'Evening Magazine' promo for the upcoming
Lowell fiddle contest. This was filmed on the banks of the Charles river across from the WBZ studio.
This is the clip that was aired:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5fF1A8TGrM&feature=youtu.be
On Saturday, September 6 we danced at the Lowell fiddle contest.
In October we were rehearsing for a gig on Saturday, October 18 at the USS
Constitution (Old Ironsides). Musicians were Dave Langford, Jack
O'Connor, and Deborah Knight. Ernie Spence made a video of this event
and you can see it at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yivZF7rZsAc
On Saturday, December 28, the third annual Chestnut's holiday party
(potluck and dance) was held at the Church of Our Savior in Brookline.
Music by Ruthie Dornfeld, Jack O'Connor, Deborah Knight, and Charlie
Pilzer.

1987

(40 members in August)
in May we had two rehearsals at David and Katie's house in Concord prior to a Saturday, May 30
afternoon dance demonstration at the old Manse in Concord MA. Music by Mary Lea, Jack O'Connor,
and Deborah Knight.
On August 9 we did a dance demonstration at "Brooksby Days for the Peabody Historical Society in
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Peabody MA. Music by Andy Wolf, Jack O'Connor, and Beth Robinson.
On Sunday, August 23 we hosted a dance at the Concord Scout house for a dozen or so Soviet kids
and their American counterparts who were visiting under the Samantha Smith Foundation. The
dance was arranged by Susu Wing, and music was by Mary Lea, Jack O'Connor, and Deborah
Knight.
In August the chestnuts again danced for a WBZ 'Evening Magazine' promo for the upcoming
Lowell Fiddle Contest. This was filmed on the banks of the Charles River across from the WBZ
studio. This is the clip that was aired:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZBUM9pWspE&feature=youtu.be
On Sunday, December 27 we had our fourth annual Chestnuts
holiday party at the church of our Savior in Brookline - Potluck and
dance. Music byKerry Elkin, Jack O'Connor, and Deborah Knight.

1988

(27 members in August)
in June we applied to the Cambridge River Festival, but were not
accepted.
In late August and early September we had two rehearsals for the Lowell fiddle contest, and on
Saturday, September 10 we danced at the Lowell fiddle contest.

1989

(33 members in June)
in April we had a couple of rehearsals, and then on Saturday, April 29 we took a
trip to the other side – the New England Square and Round dance convention in
Danvers. There we did some demos and led some dancing to live music in the
school cafeteria in between round dance sessions to recorded music.
On Tuesday, July 4 we did a demo and ran a dance at the Brook School in
Lincoln with O'Connor's mob – Mary, Jack, and Debby.
In September we danced at a barn raising on Strawberry Hill Road in Concord
for Lynn and Barbara Wickwire that was being filmed for a 'This Old House'
episode. Caller was Walter with Carol, Debby, and Jack as musicians. Dancers
were Richard and Annie, Doug and Ruth, Ernie, John and Lori, David and Katie,
Diane, and Jeff. You can see our part of the show at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLrV9F7YVxM&feature=youtu.be
On Saturday, October 10 we danced at the Pratt farm 'Fall Festival' in
Middleborough (Walter with Debby, Carol, Jack, and Stuart Kenney)
on Thursday, December 14 we danced at the WBZ Christmas party in a swank
downtown hotel (Marriot). Food from around the world ! (Walter with Mary,
Jack, and Debby)

1990
On Friday, October 6 we danced at the East Douglas Street. fair (Walter with Mary, Jack, and Debby).
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1991
On Saturday, October 5 we presented an evening for
experienced dancers at the Concord Scout house – music by
Carol, Debby, and Cal Howard.

1993
On Saturday, January 2 we presented a holiday dance party
for experienced dancers at the Scout house with multiple
callers – Sarah Smith, Tony Saletan, Jack Janssen, and Walter
Lenk, with music by Dave Langford, Bill Smith, Jack
O'Connor, and Debby Knight
On Sunday, March 6 we had second holiday dance party for
experienced dancers at the Concord Scout house with
calling by Susan Kevra and Walter Lenk and music by Dave
Langford, Bill Tomczak, Jack O'Connor, and Deborah
Knight.

1994
On Saturday, March 6 we did a dance demonstration at the
Concord fitness Expo at the Thoreau club with calling by
Tony Parkes and music by O'Connor's mob (Mary, Jack, and
Debby).
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2. Dancers, Musicians, and Callers
Dancers that have been members of the group over the years:
Alyson Abramowitz
Laurel Armington
Karen Atkins
Karen Axelrod
Paul Balliet
Jim Bean
Katie Blair Bearg
David Bearg
Theresea Bennett
Dick Bennett
Michelle Benoit
Diane Bigelow
Carol Kaufman Bittenson
Jim Blackwell
Jacob Bloom
Nancy Bloom
Jim Bollman
Ginny Briggs
Sindee Ernst Brown
Renee Bucklin
Eileen Callahan
Naomi Luft Cameron
Laura Schwartz Canina
Ingrid Christiansen
Richard Christie
Leslie Clark
Bill Cochran
Phyllis Crerie
Richard Crew

Sharon Davis
Nils Davis
Louise DeGiacomo
Sissie ffolliot
Kate Fleming
Katy Ford
Sharon Gardner
Jack Gates
Judy Gatland
Paul Gerzon
Jeanette Gerzon
Jane Gilbert
Elgie Ginsburg
Jonathan Goldberg
Maurreen Gyra
Fae Hapgood
Honey Hastings
Margaret Haydon
Ricky Holt
Gertrude Houghton
Jack Howe
TJ Jacobs
Mark Jones
Ralph Jones
Stuart Kenney
Anne Dearstyne Ketchen
Richard Ketchen
Lynne Kimball
Deanna King

Ingrid Klimoff
Liz Knight
Heather Knutson
Andy Koehler
Ira Laby
Kee Learned
Elaine Leitert
Walter Lenk
David Levin
Don Lubin
Nancy Mattila
Carol McCabe
Al Murray
Pat Nelson
Carolyn Olson
Christa Pade
Bob Paul
Dan Pearl
Dianne Plantamura
Diane Ralston
Doug Reiner
Ruth Wagner Reiner
Anne Remby
Karl Robash
Gemma Robinson
Laurie Olshuff Rowen
John Rowen
Brad Sayler
Louise Senior

Ed Shaw
Helen Silver
Wendell Smith
Margaret Spellman
Ernie Spence
Joan Spence
Alan Steiner
Marty Sterin
Marty Stock
Jeff Stone
Joyce Szczepanski
Nancy Thereson
Charles Thiesen
Kathi Tighe
Eduardo Torres
Charlie Vogt
Hal Wagner
Kim Wallach
Susanne Weinberg
Katie Weiss
Wendy Whittemore
Megg Whittemore
Cindy Wood
Jane Yerow
Phil Zimmerman
Jonathan Zoesman

Musicians that have played for us:
Peter Barnes
Carol Kaufman Bittenson
Steve Bittenson
Linda Clark
Ruthie Dornfeld
Kerry Elkin
Carol Hamm
Donna Hinds Hebert

Cal Howard
Joyce Desmaris Isen
Stuart Kenney
Deborah Knight
Dave Langford
Mary Lea
John McGann
Beth Robinson Murray

Jack O'Connor
Vince O'Donnell
Charlie Pilzer
Doug Reiner
Cyd Smith
Roberta Sutter
Andy Woolf

Callers that called for us: Tod Whittemore, Tony Parkes, and Walter Lenk
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3. Choreography
Dance routines that we used (many of these were put together by Tod Whittemore).
Our most used routine was the classic Contra medley that consisted of 3 duple minor proper Contras
followed by 1 duple minor improper Contra:
!
2 times thru 'Petronella' (proper), to the named tune in D
!
! A1: active couple turns around to the right (lady faces up and gent down), and balance 4,
!
!
both couples turned around to the right and balance 4
!
! A2: both couples turned around to the right and balance 4,
!
!
both couples turned around to the right and balance 4
!
! B1: inactive to their proper sides, active couples go down the center and turn as a couple,
!
!
active couples return and cast off
!
! B2: both couples right and left over and back
!
2 times thru 'Chorus Jig' (proper), to the named tune in D and G
!
! A1: active couples separate and go down the outside, return
!
! A2: active couples go down the inside, return and cast off
!
! B1: active couples turn contra corners
!
! B2: active couples balance and swing in the center, end facing up to go down the outside
!
2 times thru 'Hull's Victory (proper)', to the named tune in F
!
! A1: active couples turn half right and give left to neighbor, balance 4 in line,
!
!
actives turn left two times with neighbor
!
! A2: actives turn right in the center, balance 4 in line, actives swing
!
! B1: actives down the center, turn is a couple, come back and cast off
!
! -> second time thru, actives turn alone and come back improper and cast - cross at the head
!
! B2: top two couples right and left over and back
!
3 times thru 'Lady of the Lake (improper)', to 'Ross's Reel #4' in F
!
! A1: Actives balance and swing neighbor
!
! A2: Actives balance and swing partner in the center
!
! B1: Actives down the center,and turn alone,return and hand cast off
!
! B2: ladies chain over and back
A classic proper triple minor medley:
!
3 tines thru 'Sackett's Harbor.'
!
! A1: forward six and back, circle left three quarters
!
! A2: Actives down the center (sideways), return and cast off
!
! B1: Actives turn contra corners, return to place
!
! B2: forward six and back, circle right three quarters.
!
4 times thru 'British Sorrow'
!
! A1: Actives cast down the outside past two, come up the center and cast off
!
! A2: Actives star right below, Actives star left above
!
! B1: all six circle right one time
!
! B2: top two couples right and left over and back
!
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Classic proper duple minors such as 'Rory O'More' and 'Lamplighter's Hornpipe'.
Contemporary improper duple minors such as 'Shadrach's Delight'' by Tony Parkes, 'Beckett Reel' by
Herbie Gaudreau, 'Brimmer and May Real' by Dan Pearl, 'Washington Hey' by Ralph Sweet.
The proper triple minor 'Money Musk'
!
A1: Actives turn right 1 1/2, go below one couple, balance lines of three at the sides
!
B1: Actives turn right 3/ 4 to lines across, balance lines, Actives turn right 3/4 to the sides
!
C1: top 2 couples right and left over and back.
Later on we choreographed 'Money Musk'' as a triplet:
!
A1: all turn once and a half –1's and 2 ladies by right, 2 men by left.
!
1's cast to 2nd place, 3's to 1st place, 2's to 3rd place - Balance lines of 3 at sides
!
B1: 1's turn left 1 1/4 to lines across - balance lines, 1's turn right 3/4 to the sides
!
C1: top two couples right and left over and back while third couple swings.
And also later on we implemented 'duplets' – a dance for four people that was based on some of the
symmetrical duple minors of the day. In this dance you danced one round of the dance, and then
turned the set 90° to the right and your former neighbor became your current partner and then you
did the dance again, and again,… Here is an example of a duplets medley, where each of the dances
is dance twice through:
!
KATE'S CONTRA by Margaret Spellman
!
A1: Allemande neighbor left 1 1/2, Ladies half chain
!
A2: Ladies start a hey for four
!
B1: Ladies balance and swing in center
!
B2: Ladies turn and swing partner, Ladies half chain.
!
UNKNOWN
!
A1: make a four person basket and swing it to the left
!
A2: Circle left 1X, hands across right-hand star 1X
!
B1: ladies allemande right 1X to partner and swing
!
B2: balance ring of four, circle left 3/4 and pass-through.
!
SNOWBOUND by Walter Lenk
!
A1: balance 4, circle half left and swing neighbor
!
A2: ladies half chain and swing partner
!
B1: ladies start a hey for 4
!
B2: balance partner and do-si-do 3/4, circle left 3/4 and pass-through
Squares such as' Smoke on the Water', 'Star Breakdown' by Tony Parkes, 'Life on the Ocean Wave',
'crooked Stovepipe', and 'Just Because'.
Couple dances such as the 'Gay Gordons', 'The 'Roberts', the Norwegian Polka, 'Road to the Isles', the
Schottische, the Swedish Hambo and the Waltz.
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4. Some of my thoughts and observations
In 1980 I had been working in the music business for more than a decade, and was working at
several folk festivals where old-time music and dancing were presented – festivals such as the
Brandywine Mountain music Festival in Chadds Ford PA, the Mariposa Festival in Toronto, the
Clearwater Festival in New York, the Philadelphia folk Festival, the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Festival, the Memphis music Festival, and the Wheatlands Festival in Michigan. All of these festivals
presented old-time music, and usually some kind of dancing to go along with it. A group that I ran
into time and time again was the Green Grass Cloggers from Greenville North Carolina. This was a
dynamic group that combined figure dancing with clogging steps, and they always got great
audience reaction and seemed to have a lot of fun doing it. They also seeded quite a number of local
clogging groups all over the country wherever they traveled – from Maryland to Michigan. They
inspired me to learn how to step dance, and inspired me to think about doing something similar in
the Boston area with new England style dancing. Over the summer after our appearance at the 1980
Cambridge River Festival I talked to a number of my dance friends about it and got some
enthusiastic responses.
Although the New England Chestnuts never turned out to be a hot audience pleasing dance group
like my model the Green Grass Cloggers were (it turns out that contra dancing is not very exciting to
watch), over the 10+ years that we existed we had lots of fun and danced in some fairly unusual
places and for unusual audiences. Many members of the group improved their dancing and were
more conscious of what they look like to an audience.
I started contra dancing in 1978, and by the time the group started I was just beginning to do some
calling at dances. When Tod Whittemore, our original caller, resigned from the group in late 1981, I
took over the calling job at group practices and started doing most of the calling at our dance gigs.
Calling for good dancers who were not shy in their criticism was very helpful to me as I was learning
how to be a caller. By 1985 my partner Deborah Knight had become a good dance piano player, and
was the basis for most of the bands we put together for our gigs.
The Chestnuts were most effective when we demonstrated dances and then encouraged the audience
to join in with us in participatory dancing. Many of our original gigs came from festivals or events
where my company, Charles River Productions, was providing sound services, like the Cambridge
River Festival, the Martha's Vineyard Agricultural Society County Fair fFiddle contest , the town of
Harvard's 250th anniversary celebration Fiddle Contest, and the Lowell fiddle Contest. Other events
came when somebody asked me as a caller to run a dance at an event like a town anniversary or a
street fair, etc. For most people who go to these events, entertainment is a spectator sport not
participatory - it takes quite a bit of encouragement to get them to participate in something like this.
The Chestnuts were very good at encouraging people on the sidelines to come and dance, if only for a
short time.

Revision 1
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